
Materials: 
 two size US8/5.00mm 16” circular 

needles 
 set of 5 size US8/5.00mm  

double-pointed needles 
 one crochet hook size E-N (size 

not terribly important because 

just used to cast-on) 
 about 400yds/366m  

worsted/aran weight yarn, 200yds 

in MC and 200yds in CC 

[for the hat shown I used 2 skeins 

(less than one full skein in each 

color) of Red Heart Super Saver 

Economy yarn (364yds/333m per 

skein) in Black (MC) and Light Peri-

winkle (CC)] 
 worsted weight scrap yarn in 

color different from both your 

MC and CC 

 tapestry needle (for loose ends) 

 scissors 

 [optional] stitch marker 

 

Gauge: 
16 sts x 24 rows  = 4” x 4” 

 

Abbreviations: 
 CO = cast on 

 k = knit 

 p = purl 

 k2tog = knit two stitches together 

(creates a right lean) 

 p2tog = purl two stitches to-

gether (creates a left lean when 

looking at the knit side) 

 DPN’s = double pointed needles 

 

Special Techniques &  

Pattern Notes: 
 circular kitting 

 provisional cast-on 

 double knitting 

 

For a good video on double-knitting, 

check out this  

tutorial at KnittingHelp.com. 

 

NOTE: To modify regular double-

knitting to a circular style, simply 

continue knitting at the end of a row, 

do not create a joining stitch. 

Fair-Isle, Without the Stranding! 

The way this hat is made, it creates a great fair-isle pattern, without having to worry about all 

those loose strands in the back of your work. By working in double-knit this hat is also double 

the thickness and double the warmth.  

Also, by following the pattern, you’ll end up with a completely reversible hat in two amazing 

colors! You can always switch which side of the hat you wear out to get a completely  

different look. 

The beginning of this hat is a little tricky, and it’s important to follow the directions as best 

you can. Once the hat is started, though, it’s easy to fall into the pattern and soon you’ll find it 

hard to put down! 

Isle of Birds Beanie 

A Crooked Crafts Free Pattern 
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This pattern starts off a little funky. Instead of  

casting-on in a traditional way, you’ll need to use 

a provisional cast-on method. 

Using one set of circular needles and your cro-

chet hook, provisionally cast-on 72 sts in . You 

can use any kind of crochet provisional cast-on 

method that you want. 

Here’s a good tutorial for the “traditional” 

method. [Link] 

I personally like to use the method shown on 

@Romi’s Studio [Link] (and that’s the one I used 

for this hat) because I never have the problem of 

the stitches not coming off when I want them to. 

Once you’ve got your stitches cast on, begin 

knitting in MC in a 2x2 rib for 24 rounds. That 

means your rows should look like: (k2, p2) 

around. 

When you have your 24 rows completed, is 

should look somewhat like (A).  

Knit all stitches for one row. 

Next, you should pick up 72sts from the bottom 

of your work (the provisional cast on edge) with 

your second pair of circular needles by undoing 

the crochet chain and picking up the stitches as 

you go along.  

Once this is done, your work should look like 

(B). 

Next, turn your work upside-down and, with 

the inside of your work facing you, purl one row 

in CC. (Shown in (C).) 

http://www.knitpicks.com/tutorials/Crocheted_Provisional_Cast_On__D17.html
http://rosemarygoround.blogspot.com/2007/08/is-it-monday-already.htmlC:/Users/Stephanie/Documents/Adobe
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Now, you have two sets of needles, with two  

different colors of yarn on them, going two dif-

ferent directions. To join them together takes a 

small bit of acrobatics. 

Turn your bottom edge (with the CC row) in-

wards and pull it through the top of your work, 

as shown in (D). 

You then need to move your MC stitches and 

your CC stitches onto the same circular needle. 

Hold each left needle from both sets needles in 

one hand and prepare to slip the stitches onto 

your MC right needle, as shown in (E). 

Begin by slipping one stitch MC onto the right-

hand needle, then slip one stitch CC. Continue 

in this way until all of your MC and CC stitches 

are on one needle. This process is shown part-

way in (F). 

You can set your other set of needles aside for 

now, but you’ll need them later! 

You are now ready to begin double knitting! 
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The next part of the pattern is the fun part! 

Following this chart, knit 29 rows in stockinette stitch. Double knit as you would normally, and instead of 

joining the two sides at the end of each row, just keep knitting. Remember, each square technically stands 

for two stitches: one knit on the front side and a purl one on the back side. 

When finished, your hat should measure about 6.5” from the folded edge of the brim. 

It’s time to begin decreasing! 
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To start, you first need to separate the stitches again into 

MC and CC on to two separate  

circular needles.  

To do this, start by slipping one MC stitch onto the original 

right needle. Then, slip the next CC stitch onto the second 

pair of needles.  

Continue in this manner until you have all of your stitches 

separated. This is shown partway complete in (G) and com-

pletely done in (H). 

 

Next, you need to work the inside of the hat and decrease 

your stitches to close off the top. 

To do this, work with the set of circular needles that have 

the CC on it, it should be on the inside of your work. 

Continue in decreasing in CC as follows (switch to DPN’s 

when appropriate): 

 

Decrease Row 1: *p7, p2tog (to create a  

leftward lean when turned inside out), repeat from * to end 

(64 sts) 

Dcr. Row 2: purl all stitches, around 

Dcr. Row 3: *p6, p2tog, repeat from * to end (56 sts) 

Dcr. Row 4: purl all stitches, around 

Dcr. Row 5: *p5, p2tog, repeat from * to end (48 sts) 

Dcr. Row 6: *p4, p2tog, repeat from * to end (40 sts) 

Dcr. Row 7: *p3, p2tog, repeat from * to end (32 sts) 

Dcr. Row 8: *p2, p2tog, repeat from * to end (24 sts) 

Dcr. Row 9: *p1, p2tog, repeat from * to end (16 sts) 

Dcr. Row 10: *p2tog, repeat from * to end (8 sts) 

 

When these 10 rows are completed, leave a tail and cut the 

yarn. Draw that tail through the remaining stitches and pull 

closed.  

See the next page for a picture of what your project should 

look like at this point. 
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When you’re done decreasing the inside and you’ve closed 

off the top, your hat should look something like (I) when 

the MC is facing outwards. 

If you turn the hat inside out at this point, it should look 

almost complete, as shown in (J). 

 

You’re halfway done decreasing! 

 

Begin working with the MC needles (the only ones still in 

use), and switch to DPN’s when appropriate. 

 

Decrease Row 1: *k7, k2tog (to create a  

rightward lean), repeat from * to end (64 sts) 

Dcr. Row 2: knit all stitches, around 

Dcr. Row 3: *k6, k2tog, repeat from * to end (56 sts) 

Dcr. Row 4: knit all stitches, around 

Dcr. Row 5: *k5, k2tog, repeat from * to end (48 sts) 

Dcr. Row 6: *k4, k2tog, repeat from * to end (40 sts) 

Dcr. Row 7: *k3, k2tog, repeat from * to end (32 sts) 

Dcr. Row 8: *k2, k2tog, repeat from * to end (24 sts) 

Dcr. Row 9: *k1, k2tog, repeat from * to end (16 sts) 

Dcr. Row 10: *k2tog, repeat from * to end (8 sts) 

 

When these 10 rows are completed, leave a tail and cut the 

yarn. Draw that tail through the remaining MC stitches and 

pull closed.  

Sew together top opening. 

 

Weave in all your ends, and you’re done! 

 

Please feel free to email me at  

crookedcrafts@gmail.com or leave a comment on 

my blog! 


